
HISTORY IN GREEN

EXPLANATORY TEXT



MAIN IDEA

The main direction of the project is the regeneration of the historically (before 1941) formed
Vokiečių street space. Looking at the general fabric of the old town of Vilnius, It is seen that the
structure of Vokiečių street has been destroyed, the space has been distorted, and on its scale it
dissonates with the spaces characteristic to old town. 

In  order  to  regenerate  the scale  of  the  street  in  the  perimeter  line  of  the former  buildings
openwork volumes are designed by interpreting the historical structures, which, by restoring the
silhouettes of former buildings, partially recreate the space of Vokiečių street. It is an openwork
structure turning into a green frame, a 3D “park”,  a cozy public  space.  The former building is
distinguished in the horizontal plane, marking the contours of the buildings and the spaces of the
inner courtyards.

PRINCIPLES OF SPACE FORMATION

The existing Vokiečių street is divided into 3 zones:
- The regenerated space of the historic Vokiečių street (pedestrian zone);
- Public garden space;
- Vokiečių street as the artery of the old town transport connections space.
The historic Vokiečių Street, whose perspectives are highlighted with the church towers, is only

for pedestrian traffic. The openwork construction of the interpreted structure, planted with creepers,
forms a longitudinal public garden, which connects the arteries of pedestrian and transport zones
trough internal spaces. A segment of Vokiečiu street where structures had been demolished is
dedicated to traffic and parking. A two-way cycle track is designed along the street.

PAVEMENT PLAN

The demolished historic structure is highlighted by different granite pavements in one plane
avoiding the disparity in height. The outlines of the walls of former buildings and inner courtyards
are distinguished. The horizontal drawing of the former buildings is marked as far as possible by
the “new” Vokiečių street. Sidewalk and courtyards – a continuous pattern of granite paving. The
spaces that merges into the green vertical structure of the park are marked in a lighter granite color
and format.

The historic Vokiečių street  is designed to be repaired preserving the stone pavement.  The
streets of Mėsinių and Šv. Mikalojaus are extended to the “new” street with a stone pavement.

The bicycle path along the pedestrian Vokiečių street is not separated specially by a continuous
pavement, only the edges of the paths are marked so that the urban structure of the “courtyards”
and the former buildings can be felt while riding the bicycle. Cyclists can stop at the “courtyards”,
bicycle  stands and benches are  designed  there.  The “courtyards”  are  like  a  link  between the
pedestrian zone, the public garden and the space of the transport artery.

Asphalt is designed on travel lanes of Vokiečių street, broken granite pavements are designed
for parking next to travel lanes.  The surface under the array of trees – stabilized fine splinter,
suitable for walking.



GREENERY

Greenery  is  shaped  to  break  up  hypertrophied  street  space.  On  the  site  of  the  current
boulevard,  the  openwork  structure  not  only  symbolizes  the  former  building  structure,  but  is
overplanted with creepers and turns into an interesting green recreational space – the green street
framework. Creepers are planted in different species according to the boundaries of the buildings
in order to maintain the color dynamics typical of the old town with leaf colors, different shapes and
textures. Existing trees, which root system is destroying the preserved cultural layer and blocks the
historical  facades  of  buildings,  are  designed  to  be eliminated.  Interpreting  the  former  building
structure, between the bicycle path and the pedestrian area, is is proposed to supplement the
“green” frame with volumes of shaped linden trees. 

In order not to destroy the cultural layer, small trees and climbing plants are chosen. All new
trees, creepers are planted in the root system limiting and tree growth regulating containers. A
capillary irrigation system is provided for plant care.

To soften the aggressive scale of the eastern street view, new trees are designed along the
travel lanes between the parking lots.

CITY FURNITURE

Today, there are many cafes and shops on the ground floor of the buildings in Vokiečių street.
During summer, the sidewalks in front of the buildings turn into outdoor terraces. When the historic
street becomes a pedestrian street, outdoor cafes will be able to expand more widely, infusing to a
“green” zone. 

In order to highlight the intersections of Vokiečių street, Šv. Mykalojaus and Mėsinių streets,
summer cafe pavilions are incorporated in the corners of these streets on the site of the former
building structures. The glazed volumes of the pavilions, symbolizing the former shops or cafes
which probably  were there,  are designed under the green frame and would  become attractive
spaces not only on summertime. Cafe terraces could turn into courtyards, pavilion roofs could turn
into outdoor terraces.

The steel structure of rods and ropes overplanted with creepers is designed on the perimeter of
the former building structure. The openwork spaces are visually connected to the historic Vokiečių
street, the entrances to the inner courtyards of the former arches are symbolically marked. The
metal structure are installed when protecting the cultural layers on the same time.

Recreational areas with benches are being created in the green area and in the courtyards. The
green areas under the trees are suitable for recreation. 

Bicycle racks are designed in the courtyards next to the bike path.
Fountain is excluded from the proposal, the sculpture “Barbora” is proposed to move to another

place – near the Šiuolaikinis meno centras (Compemporary art center) or the Valdovų rūmai. 



LIGHTING

The lighting highlights the designed three functional spaces of Vokiečių street.
Lamps of the historic street is designed as lanterns like in other parts of Vilnius old town.
In the openwork structure of the creepers, the lamps are mounted between the plants. The

dispersed light of plant leaves and branches creates an emotion of warm, “vibrating” light. Such
lighting separates the green public space from the transport zone. The two-way traffic street and
the cycle track are illuminated by the existing high street lamps.

TRANSPORT

The historic Vokiečių street is designed for pedestrians and service vehicles, also to access the
courtyards. The two-way traffic street is designed on the east side. There are two public transport
stops, parking lots are designed on both sides of the street. Priority for electric cars and cars for
disabled. A two-way cycle track is designed along the street, which joins the system of cycle tracks
of the Old Town.

2 spots for garbage containers are designed next to travel lanes as far as possible from the
recreational areas.

POST SCRIPTUM

After having a look at evolution of history of Vokiečių street, we see greater possibilities for the
development of this part of the city than it was provided by conditions of the contest. After remote
(non-invasive) archeological research of the streets and summarizing the obtained data are made,
the  most  valuable  archaeological  remains  (for  instance  basement  walls,  pavings)  could  be
highlighted and integrated into the structure of the boulevard, perhaps displayed.


